People Who Made a Difference
Brief Overview: Students research, present to the class, and express gratitude to an historical
figure whose actions have benefited society.
“Showing gratitude is one of the simplest yet most powerful things humans can do for each
other." — Randy Pausch
When You Might Use this Practice:
● Anytime during the year to help students understand how what they're learning in a
particular subject area can be used to make the world a better place
Time Required:
• Several days
Level:
• Middle School
Materials:
● Library or Internet access for research
● Writing materials
Learning Objective:
● Students will develop an understanding that they can feel gratitude toward people
whose actions benefited society as a whole, and that these benefits may be felt years or
even centuries later.
SEL competencies:
● Social Awareness
● Responsible Decision-Making

How to Do It:
Reflection before the practice:
● Take a moment to reflect on an historical or present-day person from the subject area
you teach (e.g., science, arts, language arts) who did something for which you are
grateful. Consider the intention behind this person's actions, along with what he or she

might have sacrificed in order to carry out his or her actions. How have you and perhaps
society as a whole benefited from this person's actions?
● You might visualize this person and mentally thank him or her. Notice how you feel after
expressing your gratitude.

Instructions:
● Ask students to identify a historical figure who did something they feel grateful for.
Have them research the person they choose. This may be done over multiple days.
● When students have completed their research, bring the class together for a short
guided visualization:
o Close your eyes, and take five deep, slow breaths, in and out. Bring to mind an
image of the person you have researched. Hold that image while breathing
deeply…try to feel what it would actually be like to be in the presence of that
person. Focus on the feeling of gratitude you have for this person while you take
five more deep breaths, in and out. Now, slowly open your eyes and bring your
focus back into the room.
● Following the visualization, have the class write an essay that covers these questions.
o What did this person do that makes you feel grateful?
o Why did this person do these things? What was the intention behind this
person's actions?
o What was the cost of these actions for this person you researched?
● Explain to students that one way to think about "cost" is to understand what this person
might have given, sacrificed, or lost in order to do the things she or he did. Think of costs
not only in terms of money, but also in terms of time spent, physical health or strength
required, safety that might have been risked, opportunities that might have been lost,
impacts on relationships with family or others, etc. Ask:
o How have you benefited from this person's actions? How has society as a whole
benefited?
● Have students make a brief presentation to the class about the historical figure that
they researched.

Reflection After the Practice:
● Ask students to reflect on how they might use their strengths to make the world a
better place.

The Research Behind the Practice:
Researchers have found that students who were taught “benefit appraisal”--or a thinking
process that helps them consider why a person did a kind act for them, what the cost to the
person was, and what benefits the students received from it—reported more positive emotions
and showed more grateful attitudes and behaviors than other students, both immediately and
months later.
Why does this matter? Learning about historical persons who have contributed to society is a

ubiquitous school experience; however, taking the time to think deeply about these persons’
motivations and sacrifices is a unique way to deepen students’ understanding and appreciation
for the difference these people made. Indeed, students themselves may be inspired by the
process to use their own strengths—and ultimately their lives—to make the world a better
place.
Note: The study mentioned in the first paragraph was done mainly with affluent white students; hence, the findings
of this study may not be applicable to students from other socio-economic and/or racial/ethnic backgrounds.
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Source:
“Nurturing Gratitude From the Inside Out: 30 Activities for Grades K–8” was originally developed
by The Inner Resilience Program, in partnership with the Greater Good Science Center and the
John Templeton Foundation.
For the entire curriculum, click here.

